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2 Configuring Customer Collaboration 
for Consumer Packaged Goods

Let’s begin by considering again the example of P&G and Walmart, the 
CPG case study in Section 1.1. P&G runs a VMI program for Walmart 
through which they maintain agreed inventory levels at various Wal-
mart stores, thus avoiding the need for the retailer to create purchase 
orders. Now P&G has clearer insights into the demand patterns at 
Walmart stores and can plan replenishment better, whereas Walmart 
receives the right product based on customer consumption patterns 
and real demand. Demand-driven supply chains lead to lower inven-
tory costs, higher inventory turns, and improvement in service levels 
resulting in lower stockouts. The impetus is on replenishing based on 
customer’s needs rather what can be sold out of the current distribu-
tion stock.

In the VMI scenario, material requirements planning (MRP) isn’t run by the 
customer but is rather run by the manufacturer (vendor) based on jointly 
developed forecasts by sharing POS data, on-hand inventory, promotions, 
stockout information, and so on.

In the CPG industry, you can take advantage of the following SAP SNC 
process:

 f Creating a statistical forecast based on shipment histories

 f Developing a collaborative forecast with the customer (e.g., com-
paring the vendor’s forecast with the customer’s forecast)

 f Disaggregating and adapting daily forecasts based on actual POS 
data in the customer’s stores or distribution centers, and adjusting 
histories based on stockout information

 f Promotions planning ranging from fixed replenishment to stores 
versus dynamic replenishment, which is based on the actual move-
ment of promotions in the stores and adapting accordingly

 f Replenishment based on sophisticated rules to consider past de-
mand, advanced safety stock planning (considering demand and 
supply variability), and parameters such as whether baseline stock 
is allowed to be used for promotion, and so on
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 f TLB considering ordering constraints and truck loading algorithms, 
sophisticated route building strategies, and so on

From a solution standpoint, SAP SNC captures daily sales, inventory on 
hand, and on-order information for thousands or millions of SKUs at a store 
or a distribution center level, and then feeds it back to the vendor’s supply 
chain to keep the replenishment in sync with the market fluctuations. It does 
this through the Data Import Controller, forecasting, promotion planning, 
and replenishment planning. In the follow sections, we’ll discuss each of 
these in turn. We’ll also cover order publication and integration with SAP 
ERP, as well as a typical SAP SNC responsive replenishment process flow.

2.1 Controlled Data Import

SAP SNC provides a robust engine called the Data Import Controller that 
validates all inbound XML messages transferred from the customer to the 
vendor containing sales, inventory (promotion / baseline), and on-order (in 
transit) information, and adjusts them automatically or provides exceptions 
wherein they need manual intervention. Checks are also carried out for 
master data and transaction data where needed before subsequent plan-
ning is performed.

SAP SNC ensures correctness and quality of incoming data by running 
some business data checks automatically. In addition, validation checks 
can be customized to be run for certain business partner location / product 
combinations, and so on. Section 4.2 explains this approach in detail. The 
alert framework generates corresponding alerts when the alerts can’t be 
corrected in order to seek a manual intervention by the VMI analyst to cor-
rect the data.

SAP SNC provides a simulation mechanism for sales and stock key figures 
to identify significant data anomalies compared to the past data. The simu-
lation can be run via two options, as follows:

 f Simulation as validation (correction of incorrect data)
The Data Import Controller generates simulated data for location / product 
combinations with the sales and stock key figures sent via the 
ProductActivityNotification from the customer. If the data deviates 
from the defined threshold values, it generates an alert. A VMI analyst 
can identify incorrect data from the customer and manually correct 
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it based on prior experience. The threshold value for alerts can be 
defined via the path, Supply Network Collaboration • Exceptions 
• Data Import Controller • Set Tolerances for Check Against 
Simulation.

In addition, the VALIDATION_OF_SIMULATION check with the VMI1 profile 
must be set to Active using the path, SAP IMG • Supply Network 
Collaboration • Basic Settings • Validation • Own Settings • 
Assign Validation Profiles.

 f Simulation for missing customer data
The customer’s product activity XML message hasn’t been received, so 
the planning run can’t proceed. In this case, the VMI analyst can wait 
for the XML message to be received or can run a manual simulation via 
the product activity screen. The simulation of the sales and stock data is 
done based on the last data transferred by the customer as well as the 
data stored from the previous planning run. In the case of baseline and 
promotion sales, the Data Import Controller copies the values that were 
created in the last Planning Service Manager (PSM) run and that were 
saved in the TSDM. These values are used as reference for calculation 
of simulation of stock:

Stock On Hand (Simulated) = Stock On Hand (Old) + Sum of Arrived 
TLB Shipments – Baseline Sales – Promotion Sales

The Data Import Controller sets the key figure status for sales and stock 
data based on the error type. The missing or incorrect data can be correct-
ed manually or automatically via the simulation. The possible values for 
sales data status / inventory data status are as follows:

 f No Data Available (0)

 f Key Figure Missing (1)

 f Data Invalid (2)

 f Simulated (3)

 f Activated (4)

To proceed with the planning run, the sales and stock data for a given loca-
tion / product must be in status 3 or 4 . Figure 2.1 demonstrates the capabil-
ities of the Data Import Controller—Sales data status / Inventory data 
status and the Sales (original) versus Sales (modified) key figures.
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Figure 2.1: Data Import Controller

Note that sales and stock data transferred by the customer using the 
ProductActivityNotification XML isn’t directly overwritten. The simulated 
or manually corrected key figures are stored separately to prevent over-
riding customer data by mistake.

The following subsections discuss the structure of the ProductActivity-
Notification XML, inbound processing, and the validation checks executed 
by the system to improve data quality and correctness. Moreover, we cover 
how the Data Import Controller can separate baseline stock from stock re-
served for promotions and identify the sales uplift due to promotions.
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2.1.1 Product Activity Notification

The ProductActivityNotification XML in SAP SNC (Figure 2.2, Figure 
2.3, and Figure 2.4) is organized into two key tag structures:

 f Message header

 f Product activity data

The Header tag contains the metadata such as the ID, time stamp, sender, 
and receiver. While storing the data in the database, the Data Import Con-
troller considers the time stamp and overwrites or updates the data only if 
it’s newer than the version stored in the database.

The ProductActivity tag carries the actual payload of the XML message. It 
contains the supplier and the customer business partner (VendorParty) as 
well as location / product data in the Item tag. It’s possible to send multiple 
time series buckets for a given Item.

Figure 2.2: Structure of Product Activity Notification after Transformation in 
SAP Process Integration: Buyer and Vendor Parties

Figure 2.3: Structure of Product Activity Notification after Transformation in 
SAP Process Integration: Ship-To Location and Product ID
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Figure 2.4: Structure of Product Activity Notification after Transformation in 
SAP Process Integration: Sales, Inventory, Intransit (On Order)

The ProductActivity message shown in Figure 2.3 uses standard identi-
fiers, (like GTIN or EAN / UPC), to determine the location / product. It’s also 
possible to receive the partner dependent identifiers or set up using internal 
identifiers.

The sales data is stored in the TSDM, open order quantities in the ODM, 
and stock data in LIME.

Following are the important key figures that the customers send in the 
ProductActivity message:

 f Inventory (stock on hand)
 f <UnrestrictedUseQuantity>

 f <QualityInspectionQuantity>

 f <BlockedQuantity>

 f <PromotionQuantity>

 f Sales (history)
 f <SalesTimeSeries>

 f <PromotionSalesTimeSeries>
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